Description

Verona Bass Trap HP was developed to reduce standing sound waves and their reflections, particularly in smaller rooms. With a low frequency treatment range from 45 Hz to 125 Hz, Verona Bass Trap HP brings you a premium and distinguished aesthetical solution for your home theatre or private audio room. Available in several different high performance wood finishes, Verona Bass Trap is easily mounted with a mechanical system.

Specifications

**Acoustic performance:**
- **Absorption range:**
- **Tuned Frequency:**

**FG**
- **Dim.:** 595x595x129 mm
- **Weight:** 6,15 Kg
- **Units per box:** 2
- **Box Weight:** 14,75 Kg*

**Installation** - Mechanical
**Packing Dimensions** - 640x385x640 mm
*Approximate weight

**Product finishes:**
- **Blanc**
- **Cerise**
- **Marron**
- **Noir**
- **Rouge**
- **Wenge**

Performance